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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Local Union No. 1245
International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO
P. O. Box 584
Walnut Creek, California 94597

Attached is a revised draft of the clarification of Section 202.17
of the Agreement dated September 1, 1952, which has been amended to include
Subparagraph (d) of Section 202.17, pertaining to the manning of an unattended
plant or station, which was added to the Agreement in our 1966 General
Negotiations.

Company still considers the clarification as a consultative approach
to solving problems arising in the administration and interpretation of the
Agreement. Furthermore, in the event that a grievance relating to the pro-
visions of Section 202.17 is referred to arbitration, the specific language
of the Agreement shall govern.

This clarification will continue in effect until amended by mutual
agreement or until either party has given to the other thirty days' written
notice of its termination.

If you are in accord with the foregoing and the attachment and agree
thereto, please so indicate in the space provided below and return one executed
copy of this letter to Company.

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

ByQItt.&Iv;r
Manager of dustr~al Relations

The Union is in accord with the foregoing and it agrees thereto as of
the date hereof.

LOCAL UNION NO. 1245, INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, AFL-CIO

By ~drd~7B~Manager ~.



Situations of Application:
Emergency Condition
New or Additional Facilities
Pipe Wrapping, Meter Shop Facilities,

Cleaning Debris
Manning of Unattended Plant or Station

Scheduling:
Additional Work Periods - Eight Hours Each

Three Work Periods
Two Work Periods

Overlap
Boarding House Delay

Additional Work Periods - Exceeding Eight Hours
Additional Work Periods - Four Work Days or Less

Other Requirements:
IIFirst Four Work Days of a Situation"
Advance Notice to Employees
Shift Premium
Rotation of Employees
Temporary Change of Job Assignment
Scheduled Overhaul Work - More Than One Plant
Scheduled Overhaul Work - Same Plant
Change of Hours in New Schedule
Unanticipated Interruption of Work
Meals

Examples of Scheduling:
Additional Work Periods - Eight Hours Each
Additional Work Periods - Exceeding Eight Hours
Employees in Specialty Classifications

(e.g., Welders)
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1. Section 202.17 provides for the scheduling of day employees at other
than regular work hours. For the first four work days of any such situation
they receive overtime compensation for all work performed outside of regular
work hours.

2. The Section can be applied only when the work to be performed falls
within one of the categories listed in Subparagraphs (a), (b), (c) or (d)*
of the Section.

3. Although "shifts" are established under Section 202.17, the employees
assigned to these "shifts" do not fall within the classifications listed in
Exhibit III of the Agreement. They are still considered to be within the same
group with which they are regularly affiliated (day employees) except that they
are scheduled to work for periods of eight hours or more at other than their
regular work hours. Their regular days of work, however, remain the same as
the days in the basic workweek of their regular schedule. They are entitled to
overtime for any work performed outside the new scheduled hours unless they:

(a) are reassigned by reason of the provision to rotate because
the work extends beyond four workweeks,

(b) are returned to their former regular work hours due to an
unanticipated interruption of work as provided for in ITEM "Q", or

(c) resume their regular schedule of work hours as provided for
in Section 202.18.

Time worked by employees on their non-work days is covered by the overtime
provisions of Section 208.1.

1. Subparagraph (a) of Section 202.17 refers to an "emergency condition
involving the maintenance, construction or repair of plant or station equip-
ment." These situations arise where it is important to the operation of the
Company's system to reduce the length of time in which a piece of equipment
is removed from service, and where it is not practical to assign more employees
to the job during regular work hours. Such situations do not necessarily
require that employees be scheduled to work on their non-work days, although
the urgency of a particular job might call for such measures.

EXAMPLE: A typical situation provided for by Subparagraph (a) is where
a turbine or generator is to be overhauled and it is advisable to expedite
the job and reduce "down time."



1. Subparagraph (b) provides for the "Installation of new or additional
facilities of such character that work thereon cannot be completed during
regular work hours or must be continuous until completed."

EXAMPLE: A typical example of the type of work contemplated is the
installation of electric underground cable, where it must be done under care-
fully controlled atmospheric conditions, requiring a splicing operation which,
once started, must be continued around the clock until completed.

1. Subparagraph (c) provides for greater utilization each day of machinery
and equipment: in the meter shops (such as proving equipment) and in the pipe
yard (such as pipe-wrapping machines) in order to increase the volume of pro-
duction because of special needs. Extended utilization of pipe-wrapping and
meter shop facilities need not be scheduled for non-work days and may be estab-
lished as either one or two additional work periods. Such added work periods
should be limited and not established without need. Except for an unanticipated
interruption in work as provided for in ITEM "Q", they should cease when the
need has been met and each renewal treated as a new situation under Section
202.17.

2. This subparagraph also provides for establishing "shifts" to keep
water intakes in hydro and power plants free of debris (such as removing moss
from the grizzlies upstream from a powerhouse). When additional work periods
involving cleaning debris, etc., have stopped and are again resumed, each
instance shall be treated as a new situation under Section 202.17.

1. Subparagraph (d) encompasses those conditions which require the
manning of a plant or station which is normally unattended or is to be un-
attended upon completion.

EXAMPLE: A breakdown or failure of automatic or remote controls might
require the manning of such an unattended plant or station to keep it in
operation until repairs are made, or, in the case of a new plant or station,
manning may be required until the plant or station can be automated.

Section 202.17 states that Company may schedule employees to work "for
periods of eight hours" at other than regular hours when additional shifts are
required. This means that when Section 202.17 is applied there must be two or
three eight-hour periods of work scheduled in each 24-hour period work day.

1. Three Work Periods: If three work periods are scheduled where there
is a break for a meal in two of the work periods, one work period is to consist
of the regular work hours (8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.), one work period will start
at 4:00 p.m. and end at 12:30 a.m., and one work period will start at 12 o'clock
midnight and end at 8:00 a.m. (See diagrammed example, Page 8.)
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2. Two Work Periods: If two work periods are scheduled, one period is
to consist of the regular work hours, and the second period is to start either
immediately following the conclusion of the preceding regular work period; or
at 12 o'clock midnight to immediately precede the regular work period, except
as follows:

(a) Overlap:
than one-half (~)
before the end of

The second period of work hours may start no more
hour, plus travel time from headquarters to the job,
the regular hours of the first work period.

In this case, that portion of the new work period which overlaps
the former regular hours of work is not considered as part of the former
regular hours of work in computing the overtime payment for the first
four work days of the assignment.

(b) Boarding House Delay: Where boarding house facilities are
mutually available to employees coming off one work period and to
employees going on the other, the start of the second period of work
hours may be delayed a minimum of one-half hour but not more than a
maximum of one (1) hour for the purpose of allowing the employees to
eat at the boarding house.

In Items (a) and (b) above where, as a result of such scheduling,
the end of the new work period overlaps the end of the calendar day
(12 midnight), the hours scheduled beyond midnight shall be considered
as part of the previous work day in that workweek.

1. Where work periods of more than eight hours are scheduled it is
desirable that the number of overtime hours be the same in each scheduled
work period. It is possible, however, that the nature of the job may not
always lend itself to such type of an arrangement.

(a) If twenty hours are
work period basis, each work
hours of which are overtime.

to be scheduled in a work day on a two-
period should consist of ten hours, two

(See diagrammed examples, Page 9.)

(b) On the other hand, if this same job also requires employees in
some classifications to work around the clock, then there could be two
work periods of ten hours each scheduled for some employees on the job
and an additional eight-hour period for certain employees in specialty
classifications who are needed around the clock. (A specific case is
shown in the attached diagrams, Page 10.)

2. The overlap mentioned in ITEM F-2 (a) or the delay mentioned in
ITEM F-2 (b) may be applied to any of the work periods. When this is the
case the regular starting times for other than the day period are adjusted
accordingly. (See diagrammed examples, Page 9.)

3. Applicable provisions of the Agreement regarding overtime and meals
govern the conditions of overtime work outside of the established eight-hour
work period.



*1. Section 202.17 is not intended to apply to situations where the period
of time to complete the job is scheduled for four work days or less.

*2. If, for a bona fide reason, a job in a given situation is scheduled
in advance to continue for a period of more than four work days, but the job
is completed in four work days or less, a correction of the time cards of the
employees involved should be made to comply with the provisions of Title 208,
except that the provisions of Section 208.11 do not apply.

1. When an additional work period, outside of regular work hours, is
established under Section 202.17 the work outside of regular work hours for
the "first four work days" is to be compensated at the overtime rate of pay,
but such compensation is not considered overtime as defined in Section 208.1.

This means that the hours worked, regardless of the rate of compensation,
are considered as though they were regular hours of work, and that they are a
part of the regular 40 hours usually scheduled in a workweek.

(a) Thus, if Section 202.3 applied, these days would be considered
the same as work days at the straight rate of pay.

(b) Also, in the application of Title 104 (Meals) the new scheduled
hours would be the same as regular hours.

2. The provisions of Title 208 (Overtime) would apply to work performed
outside the regular work hours of the new schedule and to work performed on
non-work days.

3. While it is possible to work an employee more than eight hours in a
day, an employee's first work day for purposes of determining the "first four
work days" under the new schedule cannot start on a non-work day or on any day
on which he worked during his regular schedule of hours. The period which
comprises an employee's "first four work days of any situation" cotmIlenceson
the first work day he works only the new hours under the schedule.

(a) If he is absent from work, except on a holiday, on any of the
remaining three work days which follow the first work day, these work
days shall, nevertheless, be included in the "first four work day"
period of the situation.

(b) If an employee is absent by reason of disability or illness on
any other of these three remaining work days, compensation for any sick
leave to which he may be entitled for any such day shall be at the
straight rate of pay.

(c) A holiday which falls on anyone of the "first four work days"
of any situation is not included as one of the work days in such period.
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1. When an additional work period outside of regular hours is scheduled

under Section 202.17, employees should be given as much notice as possible of
the change in hours.

1. The applicable shift premium, as provided for in Title 110, is to be
paid for all work performed including work performed at the overtime rate
during the first four work days of any situation.

2. When work is performed on non-work days after the schedule is
started, the applicable shift premium is to be paid for such work.

1. In the rotation of the assignment of employees, as provided for in
Section 202.17, an employee is entitled to overtime compensation outside of
regular work hours for only one "first four work day" period in anyone
situation.

EXAMPLE: Under a designated situation an employee starts on a schedule
and is paid at the overtime rate for all work performed outside of regular
work hours for the first four work days. He thereafter continues to work on
the schedule at the straight rate of pay, even though he may be rotated one
or more times. The rotations involved do not entitle him to commence a new
first four work day period. Notification of change should be given in advance
of the rotation.

1. Necessity may require that an employee working in one plant under the
provisions of Section 202.17 be temporarily moved during his revised schedule
of work hours to another plant to perform other emergency work. Where this
occurs and the employee is:

(a) rece1v1ng the straight rate of pay during his revised
schedule of work hours, and is

(b) returned to perform work at the straight time rate under
the Section 202.17 situation,

the overtime rate is to be paid for work he performs at the other plant during
the hours of an additional work period.

2. Except as provided in ITEM "0", other emergency work performed in the
same plant by employees working on a Section 202.17 schedule is paid for at
the rate applicable to their schedule or at the overtime rate if performed
outside the hours established in such schedule.



*1. A single situation under Section 202.17 is deemed to exist where
programmed overhauls in more than one plant are to be performed one after the
other without a break in programmed work and without a change in the employee's
regularly established headquarters or temporary headquarters to which he has
been instructed to report under the provisions of Section 202.22.

In such cases, the plants in which work is to be performed should be
announced in advance of the start of the first work day of the situation and
the work carried on from one plant to the other consecutively. The program
need not provide for completion dates of the various overhauls and changes in
the program may be made as long as the work in each plant is scheduled con~
secutive1y and not scheduled concurrently.

2. Where work is scheduled in advance to be performed at more than one
plant as a continuous application of Section 202.17, and the employee's
regular or temporary established headquarters from which the work is per-
formed is changed, another "first four work day" period involving overtime
compensation is required and the next assigned headquarters must be desig-
nated in advance of such change.

3. Utilization of the provisions of Section 202.23 does not, under the
provisions of this ITEM "N", consitute a change in the employee's established
headquarters.

1. Where emergency work is being performed in one plant under Section
202.17 and the revised schedule of work hours is continued to include other
work created under emergency conditions in the same plant to which Section
202.17 is applicable, a single situation is deemed to exist, provided that
existing schedules are amended to include such other work at least five (5)
work days before such other work is commenced. Otherwise a new emergency
situation will be deemed to exist starting on the day such other work is
commenced and another "first four work day" period will be involved.

1. The regular hours of a new work period, once established, should not
be changed, except when a third work period is added to or removed from the
schedule, or overtime work is diminished or extended. If any such situation
extends beyond four (4) workweeks, Company and Union may agree to rotate the
assignment of employees thereto, but in such event the overtime compensation
herein provided for will not be paid to any employee for more than the first
four (4) work day period worked outside of regular work hours.

2. If a third work period is added, employees who have received one
"first four work day" premium under the given situation may be transferred to
the new work period without a further "first four work day" period if they
have been notified twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the change, they have
had eight (8) hours off, and the new work period is to be in effect for more
than four days.

(a) If the new work period does not last more than four days,
the work is considered as overtime and conditions will be governed by
the applicable provisions of the Agreement and this Clarification.

*App1ication of Review Committee Decisioris
I -6-

Nos. 264 and 3ii - t!!~.



-+ (b) Employees assigned to an additional work period for the first
time are entitled to receive a "first four work days" premium.

(c) If employees are transferred between work periods without
twenty-four hours' notice, the provisions of Section 208.19 will apply.

1. On exceptional occasions the work in a designated situation may be
interrupted because of delay in receiving material, or other circumstances
beyond Company's control. In such a case employees can be temporarily
returned to their regular work hours pending resumption of the work in the
situation involved. Resumption of work in such case with less than ten
work days' delay does not require a new first four work day period.

2. In case a schedule is suspended according to plan, or for Company's
convenience, or for ten work days or more, a new situation is deemed to exist,
and a further first four work day period will be involved.

3. Additional work periods involving cleaning of debris that are stopped
and later resumed are not covered by this ITEM "Q".

1. The work hours of the work periods may be consecutive when the nature
of the work does not lend itself to a break for a meal. In such case, the
employee eats on Company time while the work is in progress.

*2. If an additional work period is established which would require
employees to work beyond 3:00 a.m., the employees on such work period should
be allowed to eat on Company time approximately four hours after the starting
time of the work period.

*3. Work hours on additional work periods will otherwise be scheduled
with a break of one-half (~) hour in the middle of the work ~eriod for the
purpose of eating and employees will eat on their own time.



EXAMPLES OF SCHEDULING
UNDER SECTION 202.17

ITEM F - SCHEDULING ADDITIONAL WORK PERIODS OF 8 HOURS EACH

12N, SPM, 12M,

4:30
FIRST ,_ PERIOD

12N, SPM, 12M, SAM,
____ 4_.:30

1-\ PERIOD I 8:30 _
, SECOND ,_, PERIOD

START OF SECOND PERIOD
AT CONCLUSION OF
REGULAR PERIOD

START OF SECOND PERIOD
AT 12M TO PRECEDE
REGULAR PERIOD

,-[ PERioD) 1 _
SECOND PERIOD---------

Y2 HOUR OVERLAP FOR
START OF SECOND PERIOD

L FIRST I-I PER 100 2'-----.8 12:30
_ SECOND ]-1 PERIOD]

MIN. ~ HOUR DELAY FOR
BOARDING HOUSE FOR
START OF SECOND PERIOD

I-I PERIOD LS_---9 1:30I SECOND J_I--P-E-R-IO-D--l

LEGEND:

o STRAIGHT TIME PAY.

• ¥2 HOUR MEAL BREAK, NO PAY.

NOTES:
I. WHERE NO MEAL BREAK IS SHOWN MEAL IS EATEN WHILE

WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

2. APPLICABLE TRAVEL TIME NOT INDICATED ABOVE.



EXAMPLES OF SCHEDULING
UNDER SECTION 202.17

ITEM G - SCHEDULING ADDITIONAL WORK PERIODS EXCEEDING 8 HOURS

2 - 9 HOUR WORK PERIODS 8:30AM S 12N 4 8PM 12M 4 SAM, I • I I I I ,
5:30

WITH NO OVERLAP I rJRST I-L PERIOD
~

1:30 2 3
SECOND 1-1 PERIOD •

5:30
V2 HR. OVERLAP FOR I FIRST 1-' PERIOD

.,. SECOND
9 1'302:30

START OF SECOND PERIOD 1-1 PERIOD •
7

MIN. ~ HR. DELAY FOR • FIRST I-I PERIOD Lj , 1:30 2:30
BOARDING HOUSE FOR SECOND 1·1 PERIOD •START Of' SECOND PERIOD

2 - 10 HOUR WORK PERIODS 8:30AM S 12N 4 SPM 12M 4 SAM, I I I • I I I

7 5:30
WITH NO OVERLAP • FJRST J-l PERIOD

~

1:30 3:30
SECOND PERIOD ~

':30 5
'/2 HR. OVERLAP FOR - FIRST 1-' PERIOD ~ S·3O I 3
START OF SECOND PERIOD SECOND I_I PERIOD ~

8:30 5
MIN. ~ HR. DELAY FOR - FIRST ,.[ PERIOD 15:30 1:30 3:30
BOARDING HOUSE FOR -, SECOND PERIOD .-zJ
START OF SECOND PERIOD

LEGEND:
o STRAIGHT

TIME PAY

• OVERTIME
PAY FOR
WORK TIME

• Y2 HOUR MEAL
BREAK. NO PAY.

~ MEAL AND ~ HOUR
MEAL TIME ALLOWED
AT OVERTIME RATE

NOTES:
I. WHERE NO MEAL BREAK IS SHOWN MEAL IS EATEN

WHILE WORK IS IN PROGRESS.



EXAMPLES OF SCHEDULING
UNDER SECTION 202.17

ITEM G (CONT.) - SCHEDULING ADDITIONAL WORK PERIODS EXCEEDING 8 HOURS

12N
I

SPM
I

12M
I

FIRST ,_ PERIOD

COMPANY PROVIDES
MEAL AND MEAL TIME

ITEM F & G - SCHEDULING EMPLOYEES IN SPECIALTY CLASSIFICATIONS (E. G. WELDERS)
WHO ARE NEEDED AROUND THE CLOCK

2 - 10 HOUR WORK PERIODS
COMBINE EMPLOYEES IN
VARIOUS ~:'ASSIFICATIONS.
ADDITIONAL S HOUR PERIOD
IS FOR EMPLOYEE IN
SPECIALTY CLASSIFICATIONS.

2 - 10 HOUR WORK PERIODS
t

FOR SOME EMPLOYEES ON JOB.
3 - S HOUR WORK PERIODS

ARE FOR EMPLOYEES IN
SPECIALTY CLASS IFICATIONS.
(REGULAR LUNCH PERIOD
ADVANCED V2 HOUR DURING
SECOND PERIOD)

LEGEND:
o STRAIGHT

TIME PAY

_ OVERTIME PAY
FOR WORK TIME

8:30AM S
I

12N,
5----- • S·.1O I 3L SECOND 1.1--P-E-R-IO-~ _

~ PERIOD

5•• FIRST ]. PERIOD I 3
PERIOD ~

( FIRST }t PERIOD 12:30
SECOND PERIOD?

<4 THIRD PERIOD

• ~ HOUR MEAL
BREAK, NO PAY.

~ MEAL AND ~ HOUR
MEAL TIME ALLOWED
AT OVERTIME RATE.

NOTES:
I. WHERE NO MEAL BREAK IS SHOWN MEAL IS EATEN

WHILE WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

2.APPLICABLE TRAVEL TIME IS NOT INDICATED ABOVE.



~e) R. C. FILE #159

EAST BAY DIVISION GRIEVANCES #107 AND #110

GRIEVANCE No. 107
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 202.17 or THE AGREEMENT

A SCHEDULED WORK PERIOD rROM 4:00 P.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT WAS ESTAB-
LISHED FOR MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEES IN ORDER TO OVERHAUL A TURBINE AT
AVON POWER PLANT. ON JANUARY 29, 1957, AT 6:30 P.M., THREE EMPLOYEE~
WHO WERE PERFORMING THE TURBINE OVERHAUL WORK ON SUCH SCHEDULE AT
THE STRAIGHT RATE or PAY WERE TRANSPORTED TO MARTINEZ POWER PLANT
TO MAKE EMERGENCY REPAIRS AT THAT LOCATION. THEY WORKED AT MARTINEZ
POWER PLANT UNTIL 9:00 P.M. AT WHICH TIME THEY WERE RETURNED TO AVON
TO RESUME THE TURBINE OVERHAUL WORK AND TO COMPLETE THE 4:00 P.M. -
12:00 MIDNIGHT WORK PERIOD. OVERTIME COMPENSATION WAS NOT PAID rOR
ANY or THE WORK PERFORMED,

GR IEVA N C E No. 110
A MAINTENANCE EMPLOYEE WAS WORKING AT AVON POWER PLANT

ON A SCHEDULED WORK PERIOD OF 4:00 P.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT ESTABLISHED
UNDER THE PROVISIONS or SECTION 202.17 OF THE AGREEMENT. ON MARCH
7, 1957, THE EMPLOYEE, DURING SUCH WORK PERIOD, WAS TRANSPORTED TO
MARTINEZ POWER PLANT TO REPAIR AN ACID PUMP AFTER WHICH HE WAS RE-
TURNED TO AVON POWER PLANT TO COMPLETE THE SCHEDULED 4:00 - 12:00
MIDNIGHT WORK PERIOD. OVERTIME COMPENSATION WAS NOT PAID rOR ANY
or THE WORK PERFORMED.

WITH RESPECT TO THE rOREGOING THE UNION CONTENDS THAT IN EACH
CASE THE WORK AT MARTINEZ POWER PLANT WAS NOT RELATED TO THE WORK
AT AVON POWER PLANT, THEREFORE, SECTION 202.17 WAS NOT APPLICABLE
TO THE WORK PERFORMED AT MARTINEZ. THE DIVISION CONTENDS THAT IT
HAS BEEN THE PRACTICE FOR MANY YEARS TO TRANSPORT EMPLOYEES rROM
PLANT TO PLANT WHEN THEY ARE WORKING UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION
202.17.
STATEMENT AND DECISION:

SECTION 202.17 PROVIDES THAT THE COMPANY MAY SCHEDULE MAINTEN-
ANCE EMPLOYEES TO WORK FOR PERIODS OF EIGHT HOURS AT OTHER THAN THEIR
REGULAR WORK HOURS WHEN ADDITIONAL SHIFTS ARE REQUIRED IN A SITUATION
DESCRIBED AS AN EMERGENCY CONDITION INVOLVING THE MAINTENANCE, CON-
STRUCTION, OR REPAIR OF PLANT OR STATION EQUIPMENT. UNDER SUCH
PROVISION THE EMPLOYEES ARE PAID AT THE OVERTIME RATE FOR WORK PER-
FORMED OUTSIDE or REGULAR WORK HOURS rOR THE FIRST FOUR WORK DAYS
or ANY SUCH SITUATION. ON THE rlFTH WORK DAY AND THEREAFTER rOR
THE DURATION OF THE SITUATION, THE STRAIGHT RATE or PAY IS PAID rOR
WORK PERFORMED ON WORK DAYS DURING THE HOURS OF WORK ESTABLISHED
UNDER THE SECTION.



ALL OF THE CONDITIONS WHICH GOVERN THE ESTABLISHING OF NEW
WORK HOURS ARE SPECIFICALLY STATED IN SECTION 202.17. IT WAS NOT
INTENDED THAT A SCHEDULE ONCE ESTABLISHED UNDER THIS SECTION FOR THE
PERFORMANCE Of EMERGENCY WORK IN ONE PLANT BE UTILIZED fOR THE PUR-
POSE OF TAKING CARE Of EMERGENCIES THEREAfTER OCCURRING IN OTHER
PLANTS DURING THE COURSE Of THE REVISED SCHEDULE Of WORK HOURS.
SUCH OTHER EMERGENCIES WOULD ORDINARILY BE HANDLED IN THE CONVENTI-
ONAL MANNER WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK Of THE PROVISIONS OF THE LABOR
AGREEMENT. WHERE NECESSITY REQUIRES THAT AN EMPLOYEE WORKING IN ONE
PLANT UNDER THE PROVISIONS Of SECTION 202.17 BE TEMPORARILY TRANS-
fERRED TO ANOTHER PLANT TO PERfORM OTHER WORK, THE OVERTIME RATE
SHOULD BE APPLIED FOR SUCH OTHER WORK PERFORMED OUTSIDE Of REGULAR
WORK HOURS.

THE ABOVE CONCLUSION Of THIS COMMITTEE'S CONfiNED TO CIRCUM-
STANCES WHERE EMPLOYEES WORKING UNDER THE PROVISIONS Of SECTION
202.17 ARE MOVED TO ANOTHER PLANT AND THEN RETURNED TO PERFORM WORK
UNDER THE fORMER EMERGENCY SITUATION. EMPLOYEES WHO ARE SCHEDULED
UNDER SECTION 202.17 TO PERFORM EMERGENCY WORK IN ANY GIVEN PLANT
MAY 8E UTILIZED UNDER SUCH SCHEDULE TO PERFORM OTHER MAINTENANCE
WORK IN SUCH PLANT DURING THE COURSE OF THE SITUATION fOR WHICH THE
REVISED SCHEDULE WAS ESTABLISHED.

e; ROBERT D. BEVERS
KENNETH STEVENSON
L. L. MI TCHELL

E. F. S I BL E Y
C. L. YAGER
V. J. THOMPSON



~G\ Review Committee File No. 196_;i San Francisco Division Grievance No. 94
Subject of the Grievance
The Division Joint Grievance Committee, in referring the grievance
to the Review Committee, included a Joint Statement of Facts. The
facts agreed upon are that operational conditions required that the
overhaul of the No. 1 Unit at the Potrero Power Plant be accom-
plished on an accelerated schedule. To accomplish this work it was
necessary to establish an additional eight-hour work period, start-
ing at 4:30 PM and ending at 1:00 AM with one-half hour off for a
meal at 8:30 PM. This additional eight-hour work period was
established pursuant to Section 202.17 of the Labor Agreement.
The employees involved, after receiving notice in advance of the
change of hours, started working the additional work period on
Monday, July 13, 1959, and continued until Friday, July 31, 1959.
The employees contend that as the work was performed outside of
their regular hours of work, they are entitled to the meal period of
one-half hour at the overtime rate of pay.
Discussion
It has been agreed that this grievance will be settled in accordance
with the provisions of the recently agreed-to Clarification dated
February 14, 1963. Section Q. MEALS, Item 2, provides "If an addi-
tional work period is established which would require employees to
work beyond 3:00 AM, the employees on such work period should be
allowed to eat on Company time af.proximately four hours after the
starting time of the work period '; and Item 3, '~ork hours on addi-
tional work periods will otherwise be scheduled with a break of
one-half (\) hour in the middle of the work period for the purpose
of eating and employees will eat on their own time."
Applying the above to the facts of this grievance, it is noted that
the employees were not required to work beyond 3:00 AM. Therefore,
their work periods-were properlY scheduled with a break 'of 'one~half
hour in the middle of the work period.
Decision
The employees concerned in this grievance are not entitled to com-
pensation at the overtime rate for the one-half hour during which
they ate a meal.
FOR UNION:
R. W. Fieldsw. M. Fleming
L. L. Mitchell
By /s/ L. L. Mitchell
Date: July 15, 1963

FOR COMPANY:
E. F. Sibley
C. L. Yager
L. V. Brown
By /s/ L. V. Brown
Date: April 2, 1963 oeiu-29

afl-cio
73163do
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REVIEW COMMITTEE DECISION

The facts stated above denote that the additional work periods
lasted less than four days. Applying the provisions of the
recently agreed-to Clarification, Section G. ADDITIONAL WORK
PERIODS - FOUR WORK DAYS OR LESS, Item 1 provides "Section 202.17
is not intended to apply to situations where the period of time to
comr.lete the job is scheduled for four work days or less"; and Item
2, 'If, for a bona fide reason, a job in a given situation is
scheduled in advance to continue for a period of more than four
work days but the job is completed in four work days or less, a
correction of the ttme cards of the employees involved should be
made to comply with the provisions of Title 208, except that the
provisions of Section 208.11 do not apply."
Although not material to a settlement in this case, it is noted in
passing that the additional work periods were not established in
confoDmance to the present Clarification. Here, the first addi-
tional work period commenced following the conclusion of the
regular hours of work and the second additional work period
commenced at 11:30 PM to allow an overlap of one and one-half hour.
It is noted in Item E, of the Clarification, where three eight-hour
work periods are scheduled with provision for overlap, the first
additional work period would commence at 4:00 PM and the second
additional work period would start at 12:00 Midnight.
It is observed that the 11:30 PM to 8:00 AM work period included a
one-half hour break during which the employees took a meal. To
comply with the Clarification, this meal should have been eaten on
Company time.

The employees concerned in this grievance are entitled to a retro-
active pay adjustment in accord with the provisions of Title 208;
and, where applicable, the provisions of Title 104.



--- Specifically, the time cards should be corrected as follows:_'I On January 13, those persons working from 4:30 PM to 1:00 AM
shall be considered as working emergency overtime. Thus,
they should be paid for the meal times occurring at 6:00 PM,
if they have not already been paid such time, and the cost of
the meal if the employees purchased and submitted receipts for
such a meal and have not previously been reimbursed for such
meal. Additionally, as the employees became entitled, under
the provisions of 104.2, to another meal prior to the end of
the work period, they shall be compensated for an additional
one-half hour under the provisions of Section 104.10.
During the remainder of the days that this work period was
established, which is to be considered as prearranged over-
time, the employees concerned are entitled to travel time from
their homes to the headquarters and return each day.

2. As to the employees working the 11:30 PM to 8:00 AM work
period, the first day of the new work period will be con-
sidered as emergency overtime. Such employees on this day are
entitled to payment of travel time from their homes and
return. Additionally, if such payment has not already been
made, they are entitled to reimbursement for the time spent in
eating a meal at 3:30 AM, and the cost of the meal if pur-
chased by them and not previously reimbursed.

~ As to the second day these employees worked the additional
shift, they are entitled to travel time from their homes to
their headquarters and return. Further, as such working hours
should have been continuous, and the employees given the
opportunity to eat during the work period on Company time,
they shall be paid at the overtime rate for the time taken to
eat the meal midway in the work period.

FOR UNION:
R. W. Fields
w. M. Fleming
L. L. Mitchell
By /s/ L. L. Mitchell

FOR COMPANY:
E. F. Sibley
C. L. Yager
L. V. Brown
By /s/ L. V. Brown
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Review Committee File 264
Shasta Division Grievance No. 66
Subject of the Grievance
The grievance concerns two Apprentice Machinists who are assigned to
the hydro maintenance crew headquartered at the Pit No. 1 Power-
house. On August 22, 1960, they begain to work at the Pit No.4
Powerhouse on an annual overhaul. They were assigned to work out-
side of their regular work hours from 4:30 PM to 1:00 AM and were
paid overtime for the first four days of the situation in accord
with the provisions of Section 202.17. During the period that they
worked at Pit No. 4 they were headquartered at the Pit No. 1 Power-
house, leaving from and returning there each day. Upon completion
of the work at Pit No.4 on September 2, the crew moved into Pit No.
1 to perform annual overhaul work there, starting September 6,
during which time they remained on the 4:30 PM to 1:00 AM work
period.
It is the contention of the grievants that the assignment to the
Pit No. 1 constituted the start of a second four-day situation, and
that they are entitled to overtime as provided for in Section 202.17
for the first four days of the second assignment.
Discussion
To settle this grievance, the provisions of the recently agreed-to
Clarification will be applied retroactively. Section M, Item 1,
SCHEDULED OVERHAUL WORK IN MORE THAN ONE PLANT, provides "A single
situation under Section 202.17 is deemed to exist where programmed
overhauls in more than one plant are to be performed one after the
other without a break in programmed work and without a change in the
employee's regularly established headquarters or temporary head-
quarters to which he has been instructed to report under the pro~
visions of Section 202.22.
"In such cases, the plants in which work is to be performed should
be announced in advance of the start of the first work day of the
situation and the work carried on from one plant to the other con-
secutively. The program need not provide for completion dates of
the various overhauls and changes in the program may be made as long
as the work in each plant is scheduled consecutively and not
scheduled concurrently."
The facts presented in this case indicate that the scheduled over-
hauls were contemplated in more than one powerhouse. Further, as
the work at Pit No. 1 commenced immediately upon completion of the
work at Pit No.4, it is assumed the overhauls were programmed to be
performed one after the other without a break.



In view of the foregoing, the situation presented by this grievance
is deemed to be a single situation under Section 202.17. The change
of the work site from the Pit No.4 to Pit No. 1 does not consti-
tute a new four-day situation. The employees concerned in the
grievance are not entitled to overtime compensation for work per-
formed outside of the regular work hours in the second situation.
FOR UNION: FOR COMPANY:
R. W. Fields E. F. Sibley
W. M. Fleming C. L. Yager
L. L. Mitchell L. V. Brown
By /s/ L. L. Mitchell By /s/ L. V. Brown
Date: July 15, 1963 Date: April 2, 1963
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Review Committee File No. 311
San Francisco Division Grievance No. 140
Subject of the Grievance
The grievance concerns certain maintenance employees who were
assigned to perform maintenance work at the Hunters Point power
Plant. The crew of seven employees was assigned to an additional
work period extending from 4:30 PM to 1:00 AM, allowing one-half
hour for a meal. The employees performed work on the No.4 and No.
2 Units at the Hunters Point Power Plant for a period of approxi-
mately four weeks when they were rotated back to their regular
schedule of work hours. Subsequently, four weeks later, the crew
was again rotated back to the additional work period where they con-
tinued to perform the repair work started on the No. 3 Unit at the
power plant. They continued the repairs until they were completed
on June 2, 1961.
It is the contention of the grievants that the reassignment to the
additional work schedule and the performance of work on a new unit
constituted the beginning of a new four-day period.
Discussion
It has been agreed that this grievance will be settled in accordance
with the recently agreed-to Clarification of Section 202.17. It is
provided in the Clarification that in the rotation of the assign-
ment of employees, as provided for in Section 202.17, an employee is
entitled to overtime compensation outside of regular work hours for
only one first four-work day period in anyone situation. Addi-
tionally, where emergency work is being performed in one plant under
Section 202.17 and the revised schedule of work hours is continued
to include other work created under emergency conditions in the same
plant to which 202.17 is applicable, a single situation is deemed to
exist; if notice has been given at least five work days before such
work is commenced. Otherwise a new emergency situation will be
deemed to exist, starting on the day such other work is commenced
and another first four-work day period will be involved.
In this case, it is noted that the repairs to the No.4 and No. 2
Units were continuous; that apparently following the completion of
the repairs to these units, the additional work periods were con-
tinued uninterrupted to perform repairs to the No. 3 Unit.
Although formal notice was not a requirement at the time the work
was performed, as the work was scheduled in advance it is assumed
that the employees were aware of the continuation of the work and
that advance notice could have been given.



Under the facts stated above, it is the decision of the Review
Committee that a new emergency situation did not exist and the em-
ployees are not entitled to a second first four-work day period.
FOR UNION:
R. W. Fields
W. M. Fleming
L. L. Mitchell
By /s/ L. L. Mitchell

FOR COMPANY:

E. F. Sibley
C. L. Yager
L. V. Brown
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REVIEW COMMITTEE DECISION

Review Committee Files Nos. 386 and 387
San Joaquin Division Grievances Nos. 25-181 and 25-182
Subject of the Grievances
To perfo~ emergency repairs to Unit No.2, Kern Power Plant, the
Division on May 30, 1962, established two l2-hour work periods, the
first from 12:00 Noon to 12:00 Midnight and the second from 12:00
Midnight to 12:00 Noon. Those who worked the holiday, May 30, werepaid for all time worked and travel time at the overtime rate. They
were also paid for meals and time to eat. The work periods began
May 30 and ended June 1, 1962. The employees assigned to the first
work period were paid one-half hour overtime for the period 12:00
Noon to 12:30 PM, four hours' straight time for the period 12:30 PMto 4:30 YM, and the record shows they ate a meal provided by them-
selves between 4:30 PM and 5:00 PM. They were paid seven hours'
overtime for the period 5:00 PM to 12:00 Midnight. The record also
notes that during this work period the Company provided a meal which
the employees ate on Company time.
The employees assigned to the second work period were paid four
hours' overtime for the period 12:00 Midnight to 4:00 AM. From 4:00
AM to 4:30 AM the employees ate a meal they provided themselves,
from 4:30 AM to 8:00 AM they were paid three and half hours' over-time, from 8:00 AM to 12:00 Noon they were paid four hours at thestraight rate.
Discussion
The emergency condition involved a number of grounds in the wiring
of the governing mechanism on Unit No.2, Kern Power Plant. Plant
supervision estimated the trouble would take more than one week to
locate and repair. The criticalness of the work required that the
work be started immediately, even though the first day of the expe-
dited work schedule was a holiday. Therefore, a bona fide reason
existed to establish shifts under 202.17. The work progressed
faster than anticipated and the shifts were not maintained for more
than four work days. Therefore, the provisions of Title 208, with
the exception of 208.11, should apply to these grievances. Further-
more, according to the agreed-to Clarification of 202.17, 12-hour
work periods will not in the future begin at 12:00 Noon and 12:00
Midnight.
Decision
Except for the holiday, May 30, the grievants assigned to the work
period beginning at 12:00 Noon are entitled each day to the follow-
ing in addition to what they have already received:

1. One-half hour overtime for the time to eat their first meal.



e- Except for the holiday, May 30, the grievants assigned to the work
period beginning at 12:00 Midnight are entitled each day to the
following in addition to what they have already received:

1. Actual travel time at the overtime rate from their homes to
work.

FOR UNION: FOR COMPANY:
R. W. Fields E. F. SibleyW. M. Fleming c. L. YagerL. L. Mitchell L. V. Brown
By /sl L. L. Mitchell By /sl L. V. Brown
Date: July 15, 1963 Date: April 2, 1963
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